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> National, independent road                           
safety research institute

> Registered charity

> Governance 

> Funding

> Staff

> Mission and focus 

> Services and activities

About TIRF
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Overview

> Road crashes as a                                
public health problem.                                       

> Frameworks for road                                                       
safety solutions. 

> Importance of knowledge                                       
transfer and mobilization in road safety.

> How TIRF uses its own knowledge transfer 
model to inform decision-making. 

> Lessons learned.
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Road safety management

> Road crashes are a leading public health 
problem worldwide: 

» trends in deaths                                                
and injuries;

» a leading cause of                                  
death for ages 16-24;                                                                                     

» 80% driver error;

» common problem driver behaviours transcend 
national boundaries. 
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>United Nations: Pillars of the Decade of 

Action

> Develop a national strategy coordinated by the 
lead agency through confirming long-term 
investment priorities; set realistic targets.

Road safety management

*A Decade of Action 2010

response
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Barriers to management

> Intersecting systems:

» transportation and licensing;

» medicine and public health;

» engineering;

» criminal justice.

> Emerging trends:

» research;

» technology;

» policy.
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Barriers to management
> Multidisciplinarity:

» neuroscience and brain development

» occupational therapy

» adult education

» risk assessment

» behaviour modification

» engineering and design

» road ecology and environment

» data mining and artificial intelligence

» policy and legislation
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Knowledge transfer

> Research must be translated and used in the 
real world to improve social life.  

> Knowledge transfer (KT) science spans at 
least 50 years and 14 disciplines. 

> Research to develop/                                                    
evaluate theoretical 
models is underway. 

> A relatively new issue in                                      
road safety and its                                   
complexity makes it                                        
more challenging to                                    
address. 
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Knowledge transfer

> KT is a process to ensure rigorous/sound research 
is effectively communicated to appropriate 
audience to inspire/motivate them to alter 
behaviour in real world to improve outcomes. 

> KT is “a dynamic and iterative process to 
synthesize, disseminate, exchange and ethically 
apply knowledge”. 

*Canadian Institutes for Health Research (CIHR).

> Key features of definitions: 

» organizations are inherently resistant to change; 

» new knowledge is not spontaneously used or widely 
adopted;

» knowledge must be filtered/distilled to be usable.
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Knowledge transfer
> Target audience rarely queried or consulted: 

» Practitioners rarely consulted about KT initiative 
resulting in limited uptake. 

> Models are generally linear, cyclic or 
sequential: 

» Fail to account for ongoing, iterative nature of KT 
process; negotiation is a critical element.

> Models are discipline-specific: 

» Researchers/practitioners inherently operate in silos; 
overlook relevance of their work to others.

» Limited utility to address complex social issues. 

> Models are analogous to a “black box”: 

» Explain what happens but not how.
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TIRF KT model
> TIRF model was developed after working 

with practitioners for more than a decade. 

> Based on several theories:

» planned behaviour/action

» social interaction

» knowledge utilization

» networks

» knowledge brokers

> Model is based upon four distinct and 
independent yet inter-connected streams of 
activity. 
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Drinking driver fatalities
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Unique features

>Selection of topics and activities: 

» Driven by and determined in consultation 
with practitioners.

» Ability to understand issue from multiple 
perspectives to more precisely focus 
strategy and activities. 

>Consideration of context, systems, 
environment: 

» Complex adaptive view of road safety; 
neither linear nor cyclical.
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Unique features

> Multi-disciplinary approach: 

» Careful attention to diverse terminologies/practices, 
competing priorities, delivery mechanisms.

» More challenging but more rewarding.

> Does not assume pre-determined outcome: 

» Emphasis on providing options and alternatives.

» Decision-making is not purview of researchers and the 
application of findings is complex. 

» Credibility of researchers is based on their 
understanding of context/environment and also their 
ability to separate their opinions from their knowledge.
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TIRF KT samples
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TIRF KT samples
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Key features of materials

> Core component of project development.

> Critical review of relevant research drawing 
upon key disciplines.

> Place findings in context of systems and 
practice.

> Peer review by researchers/practitioners.

> Tailor to audience.

> Emphasis on commonalities and consensus to 
encourage progress.

> Use of positive messaging and social norming.
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Lessons learned
> Show up often, participate, and listen to 

understand practitioner concerns, perspectives, 
experiences  before drawing conclusions.

> Do not impose own experiences                                  
and frame of reference on issues.

> Identify specific goals but retain                            
flexibility to adapt to changing                              
conditions across systems.

> Engage in continuous dialogue with                                
thought leaders and practitioners.

> Do not underestimate value of good visuals.
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Conclusions

> Profound consequences of failing to pursue KT 
are evident throughout history.

> Shortcomings of KT today are more due the silo 
mentality that divides researchers/practitioners 
than the fact that research is unavailable or 
considered irrelevant to decision-making.
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Conclusions
> Effective road safety management relies upon 

emerging evidence across disciplines.

> Knowledge transfer can build partnerships to 
facilitate data collection and access. 

> Knowledge transfer shapes and underscores the 
relevance of road safety research to inform practice, 
and added much-needed context to inform decision-
making in a policy environment.

> Researchers play a critical role in the knowledge 
transfer process to ensure research results are 
correctly interpreted in the decision-making process.
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Connect with us!

http://www.tirf.ca

tirf@tirf.ca

https://www.facebook.com/tirfcanada

http://www.linkedin.com/company/
traffic-injury-research-foundation-tirf

@tirfcanada


